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' THE International Joint Commission has been an experiment,
.
a very unusual and interesting and daring experiment; an
attempt to demonstrate in practice certain theories as to the relationship that should exist between two neighbouring peoples;
an attempt to extend to the citizens of two nations, without impairing the sovereignty of either, the same spirit of good fellowship and
fair dealing that binds together men of common allegiance. One
might perhaps call it a League of North America; for, although it
does not constitute an offensive or defensive alliance between the
United States and Canada, nor affect in any way the relations of
either country to any third nation, it does provide the machinery
for making conflict or even serious misunderstanding between these
two countries a practical impossibility-and that, after all, is a
big step forward.
But it has been called an experiment, and this implies that there
is still something tentative or provisional in its nature. The International Joint Commission has now been in operation for something over ten years, a period long enough to demonstrate its practicabilityand its worth to the United States and Canada. It has,
or should have, got beyond the experimental period. I t has in
very truth reached that critical stage when experiments, whether
national or international, must of necessity be either accepted as
sound policies or rejected as failures. I t rests with the people of
these two countries, through their governments, to decide the
issue. It rests with them either to drop the Commission, as something that has been tried and found wanting, or to accept it as an
international agency whose usefulness has been clearly established.
But mere acceptance is not enough. This tribunal, like any other
human institution, cannot stand still. I t must go forward or
backward. If the people and their governments are convinced
that the Commission fills a real need in the life of these two nations,
they are morally and logically bound to see that it does go forward;
to remove all obstacles that may lie in the way of its greater use-
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furness; to build it up into an instrument of such unq
value that it may well serve as an example to the other na
the civilized world.
Before attempting to describe what this Commission
actually accomplished since its organization, it may be well .
refer very briefly to the convention which gave it birth.
Treaty of January 11, 1909, was the result of long-continued
tation, on the part of far-sighted men on both sides of the
for a more direct and more flexible means of settling disputes
tween Canada and the United States. Various suggestions
offered from time to time, and in 1907 and 1908 direct negotia
were entered into at Washington, Canada being represented
Mr. (afterwards Lord) Bryce, then British Ambassador to the
States, and the United States by Mr. Root, then Secretary of
These negotiations finally culminated in the Treaty of 1909,
and proclaimed the following year. The Treaty was
so far as Canada was concerned, by an Act of Parliament in 191 .
Special legislation was not necessary in the United States,
Senate having already ratified the Treaty. In doing so,
it added a rider-introduced by the then Senator from .I.Y.l.J.,,~~.L.<SU.U----':
which very nearly wrecked the Treaty when it subsequently
. up for ratification in the Canadian Parliament. The intention
the rider was evidently just to save such riparian rights as
on the American side at Sault Ste Marie, but the language was
ambiguous and the apparent object so out of proportion to
great principles involved in the Treaty, as to create a susp~· . .
that more must be involved than appeared on the surface. It
not in fact until the Canadian Premier, Sir vVilfrid Laurier,
his Minister of Justice, Sir Allan Aylesworth, assured
that the rider did not affect in any way the spirit of the Treaty,
produced in corroboration the positive opinion of the A
General of the United States, that it was finally accepted.
The Preamble of the Treaty sets forth its objects:
AU1·D'U,:,..

.L'-'OJ,.

To prevent disputes regarding the use of b0undary waters,
to settle all questions which are now pending between the Uni
States and the Dominion of Canada involving the rights, 0
gations, or interests of either in relation to the other or to
inhabitants of the other, along their common frontier, and to;
make provision for the adjustment and settlement of all such
questions as may hereafter arise.
The Treaty, it will be seen, is designed not merely to settle quest·
ions at issue between the two countries, but to prevent d~·sputes.
The preamble seems to confine it to disputes involving the use of
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boundary waters, or interes.ts alon~ ~he common frontier, but-as
wilt' be seen late~-,some ~f Its prOVISIons go a great deal farther.
The Prelimmary ArtIcle defines Boundary Waters asThe waters from main shore to main shore of the lakes and rivers
and connecting waterways, or the portion~ thereof, along which the
international boundary between the Umted States and the Dominion of Canada passes, including all bays, arms and inlets
thereof but not including tributary waters which in their natural
. channeis would flow into such lakes, rivers, and waterways, or
waters flowing from such lakes, rivers, and waterways, or the
waters of rivers flowing across the boundary.
Boundary waters, therefore, include the international portions
the St. Croix and St. John Rivers, between the State of Maine
the Province of New Brunswick; the St. Lawrence River from
wall to Kingston; Lake Ontario, Niagara River, Lake Erie,
River, Lake St. Clair, St. Clair River, Lake Huron, St.
s River, Lake Superior, the series of small rivers and lakes
.... f ..
Lake Superior over the height of land to Rainy Lake, Rainy
and the Lake of the Woods, to that minute but very cont"I'\'ut>r'~l'
point in diplomatic history-the northwest point of the
""..,.Tn.",.. Angle Inlet of the Lake of the Woods.
It will be noted that there are three exceptions to "boundary
....... i·".."" as defined by the Treaty: (1) tributary waters which in
~rt<,..,.. natural channels would flow into such lakes, rivers and wateras the Seneca, Genesee and Sandusky, on the United
side, and the Grand, Thames and Michipicoten, on the
side; (2) waters flowing from such lakes, rivers, and
"'r"'1~"T'1TT~'TC' as the Winnipeg, lower St. Lawrence and lower St.
; (3) waters of rivers flowing across the boundary-such as
Richelieu, Red, Souris, St. Mary, Milk, Columbia and Kootenay.
Article I of the Treaty provides that "the navigation of all
. navigable boundary waters shall forever continue free and open
for the purposes of commerce to the inhabitants and to the ships,
vessels, and boats of both countries equally,..' subject to the law~
and regulations of either country not inconsistent with the privilege
of free navigation. And it is further agreed that "so long as this
treaty shall remain in force, this same right of navigation shall
extend to the waters of Lake Michigan and to all canals connecting
boundary waters, and now existing or which may hereafter be
c?nstructed on either side of the line". The right is reserved to
~lther country to adopt rules and regulations governing the use of
Its canals, and to charge tolls for the use thereof, so long as thes~
'A+ •• "'.· ...

·I'\n'\

..>L.a""",
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apply equally to the citizens and vessels of both countries.
lute equality of use is the governing principle of this Article.
I t is a debatable point among geographers whether or
Lake Michigan comes within the definition of boundary waters
as a "bay, arm or inlet" of Lake Huron; but it seems clear from th~
language of Article I that that is not the intention of the Treaty" i
. as the navigation of Lake Michigan is granted to Canada "so longas this' treaty shall remain in force", as an additional privilege to~
the "navigation of all navigable boundary waters", which has no
limitation as to time. Mr. Paul Morgan Ogilvie, in his very informative treatise on International Waterways, for some reason goes
to the other extreme. In listing the boundary waters between
Canada and the United States, he excludes not only Lake Michigan 1
but also that portion of Lake Huron known as Georgian Bay.
The provisions of Article I include the United States and
j
Canadian canals at Sault Ste Marie, the Welland canal, the St. I
Lawrence River canals above the point where the international .
boundary strikes the river, and some smaller artificial waterways.
I t excludes such canals as the Erie on the United States side and
the Rideau on the Canadian side, which do not connect boundary I
waters, as well as the St. Lawrence canals between Cornwall and
Montreal, which lie below the point where the international boundary strikes the river.
By Article II of the Treaty of 1909, each of the High Contracting Parties reserves its national jurisdiction and control over the
use and diversion of waters flowing across the boundary or into
boundary waters; but it is provided that "any interference with
or diversion from their natural channels of such waters on either
side of the boundary, shall give rise to the same rights and entitle
the injured parties to the same legal remedies as if such injury
took place in the country where such diversion or interference
occurs." Cases already existing at the date of the Treaty, or
expressly covered by special agreement between the parties, are".
excepted. The High Contracting Parties also reserve the right,
to object to any interference with or diversion of waters on the;
other side of the boundary, "the effect of which would be productive;
of material injury to the navigation interests on its own side of
the boundary."
",
The provisions of this Article are very significant. They
give Canadians the right to go into the courts of the United States
and seek redress for injury sustained, and give Americans similar,
rights in Canadian courts. So far as grievances arising along the ~<
frontier are concerned, its effect is to erase the boundary and pool ~
1:.
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urces of Ainerican and Canadian courts for the benefit of
the re50 Ie on both sides of these waterways.
the ~Bc1es III and IV confer direct jurisdiction on the InterJoint Commission, in the first case as to boundary waters,
in the second as to waters flowing from boundary waters, or
at a lower level than the boundary in rivers flowing across
boundary. Works contemplated in any of these classes of
must have the authority of the government within
whose jurisdiction they fall, but in addition t? this n~tional aut~o:ity
they must have the approval of the Internatlonal Jomt CommIssIOn.
The federal governmen~ safeg~ards ,national in terests, and the
Commission safeguards mternatIOnal mterests.
Many cases have come before the Commission for settlement
under the terms of Article III of the Treaty during the ten years
and more that it has been in existence, involving interests as far
apart as water power corporations in Maine and New Brunswick
and a water supply for the city of Winnipeg. I t will be seen that
the right of either country is reserved to build governmental works
in boundary waters for the benefit of commerce and navigation,
provided these works are "wholly on its own side of the line", but
if the projected works extend across the international boundary
they must have the approval of the International Joint Commission.
A case in point was the proposal of the United States Government
to dredge a channel in the St. Clair River. As this involved also
a submerged weir extending across the river from the Michigan to
the Ontario shore, the Washington government had to come to the
Commission for approval before the works could be carried out.
lt will be noted that in Article IV the approval of the Commission is required in the case of works built in waters flowing from
boundary waters or in waters at a lower level than the boundary
in rivers flowing across the boundary, but no provision is made
for cases involving works in waters above the boundary in rivers
flowing across the boundary. There is no reason to suppose that
this class of cases was deliberately exempted. Probably it is merely
an illustration of the fact that even the most carefully-drawn covenants may omit some important provision.
No cases have yet been brought before the Commission under
the first paragraph of Article IV, but a suppositious case affecting
waters flowing from boundary waters might be that of a dam in
the St. Lawrence below Cornwall, or in the Winnipeg River below
a case affecting waters
its outlet from the Lake of the Woods;
at a lower level than the boundary in rivers flowing across the
boundary might be similar works in the Red River in Canada or

and
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the Columbia River in the United States. The Red River
the Columbia may also illustrate the third class of cases for
no provision was made in Article IV. That is to say, no
is made for reference to the Commission of a case involving
or obstructions or any other action, say on the United States side
of the Red River, which might injure the property or other interests
of the people of Manitoba; or, to reverse the situation, works on
the Canadian side of the Columbia river which might prove injurious to the people of the State of Washington.
The second paragraph of Article IV prohibits the pollution of
boundary waters and waters flowing across the boundary, and this
question has been the subject-matter of a very elaborate investigation by the Commission under the terms of another Article of
the Treaty to which I have not yet referred.
.
Article VIII formally confers the necessary jurisdiction on
the Commission to act in all cases coming under Articles I I I and
IV of the Treaty. So far as these classes of cases are concerned,
the Commission is constituted to a limited extent an international
court of appeal for both countries. Article VIII also defines the
order of precedence to be observed among the various uses enumerated for these boundary waters, and it is provided that, "no use
shall be permitted which tends materially to conflict with or re&1train any other use which is given preference over it in this order
of precedence."
I
.
This order of precedence recognizes the supreme importance
of public health. All other uses are to be put aside so far as they
conflict with the paramount requirement of "uses for domestic and
sanitary purposes." Navigation interests come next. These interests on the Great Lakes are of immense and rapidly increasing
importance. Over one hundred million tons of freight are carried
annually on the Great Lakes, the value of which exceeds $1,000,000,000. Not only is an enormous capital tied up in navigation
or transportation on these waters, but the communities large and
small along their shores are to a considerable extent dependent,
thereon, and to a less degree communities farther afield but con-;
nected by transportation lines with the lakes. The third and;
final use in the order of precedence is "for power and for irrigation
purposes."
Domestic and sanitary purposes therefore come first; navi-,
gation interests second; power and irrigation last. As a matter
of fact, although bracketed together in the Treaty, power and
irrigation do not bear at all the same mutual relation to navigation.;
Broadly speaking, power development along the international':
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continent, and .irrigation
t 1"er belongs to the Peastern half of the "
d "!fect conflct
l " WIt
" h
. fronthe
western half"
ower may come Into
:.,to .gation . irrigation is unlikely to do so. Use for power, though
vitai or gener~l signific~ce ~o t~e Great Lakes communities
fthan uses for ~anitat~on ~r navIgatIOn, IS nevertheless of v;ry ~reat
~'and rapidly mcreasmg Importance. On the St. Mary s RIver,
;:the Niagara, the Upper St" Lawrence, and elsewhere along the
,]boundary, hundreds of millions of doll~rs have alre~dy been in~'vested in the development of only a fractIOn of the avatlable power.
,
The composition of the Commission is fixed by Article VII
of the Treaty. It consists of six members, three appointed by the
President and three by the King on the recommendation of the
Government of Canada. One may not perhaps realize at first the
very unusual character of this .tribunal. There is nothing else
quite like it, nor has there b~en In. t~e past. W e ~ve here ~hree
Americans and three CanadIans, sIttrng not as natIOnal sectIOns,
more or less antagonistic, but as one judicial body, and pledged
to give their best possible judgment, with the utmost impartiality,
to the settlement of questions that arise sometimes on one side of
the boundary and sometimes on the other.
It is significant of the sympathetic attitude of Canadians and
Americans toward each other and toward their common problems,
that in every case dealt with by the Commission since its organization the decision has been unanimous. The need has therefore
never yet arisen to take advantage of that paragraph of Article
VIII which provides that, in case the Commission fails to agree, the
matter shall be referred back to the two governments.. The
members of the Commission have succeeded in every case in reaching a unanimous decision, and one which has done substantial
justice to the interests concerned on both sides of the boundary,
mainly because they have not approached the problems they had
to deal with as two- distinct groups of national representatives,
each jockeying for advantages for its own side, but rather as members of a single tribunal, anxious to harmonize differences between
the two countries, and to render decisions which would be fair and
equitable to the people on both sides of the boundary.
To return to the Treaty; Article V fixes the authorized diversion
from the Niagara River above the Falls, for power purposes, in
the case of the United States at a daily diversion at the rate of
twenty thousand cubic feet of water per second, and in the case of
Canada at a daily diversion at the rate of thirty-six thousand cubic
feet of water per .second. The only statement in the Article as to
the object of this limitation is that "it is expedient .... to limit the

'r;;(1ess
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diversion of waters from the Niagara River so that the level Of ;!;;i~
Lake Erie and t~e flow of the s~ream shall not be appreciably af_ J' ~
fected". There IS reason to belIeve, however, that at least one of ;~
the governing factors in drafting this article was the preservation';~
of the scenic beauty of Niagara Falls. It is also understoOd that :~
in allowing the larger amount to Canada, the facts were taken into , ,~
account that the great bulk of the Horseshoe Fall lies in Canadian :~
territory, and that Chicago was, and still is, diverting a considerable }
amount of water from Lake Michigan, which would otherwise go ,~i
over Niagara Falls.
I
Since the date of the Treaty momentous changes have taken l',~:
place in the situation at Niagara Falls. At the present time prac- ,:'(!
tically the whole amount of water authorized by the Treaty is in )
use, and by means of new processes of water power development an }
enormously greater efficiency is obtained from the quantity of ):
water diverted than was the case ten years ago. The Hydr~~:;;fu
Electric Power Commission of Ontario has completed its great ;:;:,
Chippewa-Queenston diversion, by means of which practically };
double the head is obtained which can be secured at the Falls, and :\:~
ul~imately all the existing plants on the ~anadian side at the Fall~' ,;:~
WIll probab~y be scrapped, and Canada s share of the water de- ,it
veloped entIrely at Queenston.
,:t
On the American side of the river, partly because of different-,~:t.
physical conditions, another programme is being worked out. There':~
the various plants at the Falls are being merged into one great !:,
development at the same place, and the drop in the river betweenS
the Falls and the Whirlpool will probably be utilized by cutting a'}l
tunnel through the rock and carrying the water down to a power ,',
house below the Whirlpool. Engineers are now confident that a .'!~
considerably larger amount than that fixed by the Treaty may be.}
diverted from the Falls without seriously impairing their scenic,}
beauty; in fact it is said that by means of a submerged weir above :;
the point of the Horseshoe--which is rapidly being transformed )
into a Hairpin-the erosion will be checked, the appearance of the ?
Falls greatly improved, and at the same time a considerably larger 'ii
amount made available for power development. Of course this ,(:
cannot be done without a revision of the Treaty, but diversions ':jt
below the Falls would not require a revision.
;'
By Article VI of the Treaty, the High Contracting Parties .f
agree that the St. Mary and Milk Rivers and their tributaries are ,.;"
to be treated as one stream for the purposes of irrigation and power, ;
and the waters thereof apportioned equally between the two coun- >
tries. These two rivers rise in Montana, the first in the Rockies

" ;(1
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d the second in the foothills. Both cross the international
:undary into Canada. The St. Mary flows into a tributary of
the Saskatchewan, and ultimately finds its way into Hudson Bay.
The Milk,' after a course of about one hundred miles in Alberta,
returns to Montana, and empties into the Missouri. The object
of Article VI is to combine the waters of these two streams, and
divide them equally between the people on either side of the boundary for irrigation purposes, this whole territory lying in what is
known as the semi-arid belt. The measurement and apportionment of the waters of the two rivers is to be carried out under the
direction of the Commission. An essential part of the project is
the construction of a canal, now completed, from a point near the
outlet of St. Mary's River from the Lower St. Mary's Lake, to a
point on the Milk River. The United States share of the water
is conveyed by means of this canal and the Milk River to irrigable.
lands in Montana, while Canada takes her share of the water mainly
by irrigation canals from the St. Mary's River on the Canadian side.
This has been one of the most difficult and delicate problems
entrusted to the Commission. A certain irritation had grown up
among the farmers on both sides of the boundary, not so much
because.they mistrusted each other, as because of a feeling of helpover what was essentially an international situation. I
. referring now to the years before the Treaty. When the
took hold of the matter, public hearings were held,
people directly interested on both sides were given the fullest
opportunity to present their views, .but unfortunately
there seemed every prospect of a practicable settlement the
succeeded in throwing a monkey wrench into the machinery
presenting two distinct and conflicting interpretations of the
of Article VI of the Treaty. Counsel for the United
~~~~V contended that in making the apportionment only those
of the waters of the two rivers which actually cross the'
boundary should be taken into account; while counsel
Canada argued that Article VI dearly contemplated the equal
division of the entire waters of the two streams with all their tributaries. The matter dragged along for several years, with increasing
exasperation to the people directly concerned, until at length the
Commission went out to Montana and Alberta, leaving the lawyers
behind, had a series of round table conferences with the farmers
?-Ild the engineers, and finally issued an order based on their own
mt~rpretation of Article VI, which mayor may not have been
satIsfactory to the lawyers, but at any rate satisfied the fanners
..1\.,OO.1J''-''''·'''
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of Montana and Alberta, and gave them the water vitally
to their welfare.
Article XIV fixes the life of the Treaty, and therefore
Commission, at five years from the date of the exchange of
cations, "and thereafter until terminated by twelve months'
notice given by either High Contracting Party to the other".
five year period expired May 5th, 1915, but there is no ,' ..\r1"'~1-:
<Jf a desire on either side to denounce a convention the val
which has already been fully demonstrated.
In addition to its judicial functions under Articles III,
and VIII, the Treaty contemplates the use of the Commission as
investigating body in connection with questions arising along
frontier.
Article IX provides that "any other questions or matters'
difference arising .... along the· common frontier .... shall be
referred" to the Commission for examination and report, whenever either government shall request.
It will be seen that an investigation under Article IX may be
requested by either government; that an obligation to make
a request is involved in the language of the Article, the word "shall"
being construed as mandatory; and that in making such an
vestigation the findings of the Commission are not binding on the
two countries, either as a decision or as an arbitral award.
"It would", in the language of an editorial in the
Journal of International Law, "be difficult to overestimate
advantage and convenience to both countries of having a ,",p,.".,<,"
ent body, organized as this is with both countries equally
sented, upon which either may call for a thorough .
.
of any questions of difference involving the interests of their
zens or subjects along the thousands of miles of their ~v......'vu
frontier."
It may be noted here that in actual practice all questions
far referred to the Commission for investigation under Article
have been referred jointly by the two governments, although .
is obvious from the language of the Article that either government.
could act independently if it saw fit to do so. I t is also worth
noting that, in the investigations so far reported on, the six Commissioners have been in every case in substantial accord in their
conclusions and recommendations. Their recommendations under
Article IX. like their decisions under Article II~. have been unanim(jUs.

Of the four questions so far referred to the Commission under .
the terms of Article IX, the first related to the construction of a
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River for the benefit of navigation; the second
" ...... . •. ... . f levels in the Lake of the Woods which would be
rt:e~t~ the requirements of the various interests on both
lIt e boundary; the third had to. do with the pollution of
•.. , .. ~,.~(thwaters and appropriate remedIes therefor;. and the last
I,~;,,-L~~ 'recommendations as t? the most practIcable .means
~~.~}:t.;, .~'t .. :ng the St. Lawrence RIver between Lake OntarIO and
'·""'··· · l""·in~'.u
.
treat for navigatIOn
and ~ater power.
.
.
1ll~. thfse. investigations mvolved v.ery large Interests or: b?th
!
of the boundary. The first was VItal to the safety of shIpp~ng
·~~'Great Lakes, the tremendous value and tonn~ge of WhICh
lIrtady been referred to. So far as the second IS concerned,
t .'
as far apart as Duluth and Winnipeg were more or le&~
" interested in the fixing of a level on the Lake of the Woods
its tributaries whiCh would give the maximum benefit to the
, of both countries. The Lake of the Woods looks pretty
'an on the map, but its watershed exceeds 26,000 square mi~es,
tqtUil to the combined areas of Massachusetts, New Hampshrre,
""'11""'''' Island, Connecticut and Delaware. The capital invested
various industries in this region is considerably over $100,. its resources are enormous and of great variety, and they
beginning to be developed.
investigations unprecedented in their magnitude were
in the Pollution Investigation, in connection with both
fixing of the extent, causes and localities of pollution and the
. ' of adequate remedies. This work was carried out, under
t:1U'lectJ'lon of the Commission, by a corps of sanitary experts
engineers, and throughout the investigation the Comhad the whole-hearted co-operation of the health services
1000y of the two federal governments but also of the various
. . md provinces along the boundary .
. . .' . The St. Lawrence Investigation involved many economic and
I.'.".. ,.,.en"gin.~eering .q.uest~ons. ..In c?nnection with the for~er the Com.,.
. ~lon held publIc hearmgs m a great many Canadian and Amer:. " . ieancentres, from New York, Boston and Montreal in the east, to
" Calgary, ~elena and Boise in the west. The engineering side of
....
~.. (the.q~estI?n was dea.lt with by a Board of Engineers drawn from
.the technIcal staffs 'of both countries. The Commission's final
:,. report; dealing exhaustively with every phase of this very big
:{d: problem. filled about a dozen volumes. Only the main report
I~d the report of the Engineering Board have been published. .
I'J."
".
~ far we have considered the powers entrusted to the Comm1SS1on as a judicial, or quasi-judicial, body under Articles III
J

.J
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and IV of the Treaty, and as an investigatory body under Artiel\;;
IX. The Treaty of 1909, however, goes even farther, and UUdl
;t ;':
Article X constitutes the COITl.mission a tribunal for the fir} ",
settlement of any question of any nature involving the rightS
obligations or interests of either country in relation to the othei': J
The importance of this provision of the Treaty can hardly be ex~
aggeroted. The obligation on the part of the governments
refer questions to the Commission under Article X is, :it is true' . . .
moral rather than legal. Article IX reads "shall be referred'; ,,'.
while Article X reads "may be referred". Nevertheless it wili;'
be noted that while under Article IX questions are referred to
the Commission only "for examination and report", under Article
X they are referred "for decision". The International Joint Commission therefore becomes under Article X in a very real sense a
..:""
court of final jurisdiction for the two countries.
Another interesting point is that the Article contains no limi_
tation as to the character of the questions that may be brought?ll!l!
before the Commission for adjudication, other than that theY)i
must involve "the rights, obligations, or interests of the United '~
'i

tl

1
·.,
.:.\

States
~he respectIve
Domi~ion mhabltants."
?f Ca?ada either
in relat~on
to {:ach
. ,'"."•. ;;1
or to or
their
That
ObvIOusly
IS a other
very:~.
flexible limitation, and embraces a tremendously large field within:';
which Article X may be applied. It puts into operation through-,!
out this immensely greater region, and under more promising con-J.fc.
ditions, much the same principles embodied in the convention '.
creating the Central American Court of Justice in 1908, by which·f.;
. Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and San Salvador •.,.
bound themselves to submit to the Court all controversies of what-;~·,
ever ongm.
1;.
lt is true that up to the present time no question or matted.,
of difference has been referred under Article X to the Commission,:~
but that need not be interpreted as a disinclination on the part of;~
either or each government to entrust such questions to the Com- il
mission for final settlement. Rather it means that the relations,'1
of these two countries have been so cordial, have been---one may ,;
say-so extraordinarily fortunate, that since the Treaty was signed!
no occasion has arisen to take advantage of the terms of Article X.
Those who negotiated the Treaty of 1909 deliberately, and
as the result of long and careful consideration, built a covenant
designed to bind together these two nations of the New vVorld
more closely than any two countries that were not politically one.
Someone has said that they builded better than they knew. One
is inclined to dispute that statement. This Treaty is the fruit
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.. and constructive and far-see~ng statesm~nship. If James.
of. W1S(~d Elihu Root had never achIeved anythmg more than the

BrYC:

of 1909 they would have earned the gratitude of the English:.
~ world. The Treaty put into tangi~le and practicable
'~ the aspirations of Car:admns. ~d ~encans for the close~t
s ..~le union consistent WIth polItIcal mdependence. Canada s
~;ions to the great Republic are to-day only slight~~ less intimate
than her relations to the other members of the Bntlsh Common~
wealth. If Canadians are brethren to the English, Scotch and
Irish the Australians and New Zealanders, they are first cousins
to the Americans. And, as happens often enough with family
relations, the point of view a~d mutual understanding of the cousins is in some respects even a lIttle closer than between the brothers.
In a letter to Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Sir George Gibbons
said: "Mr~ Root's desire was to dispense with the Hague Tribunal
a T!$O far as concerns matters between the United States and Canada,
'<and set an example to the world by the creation of a judicial board
as distinguished from a diplomatic and partizan agency." So far
as Lord Bryce was concerned, up to the time of his death he took
the keenest possible interest in the Commission, and had complete
faith in its possibilities of usefulness to Canada and the United
States.
It is sometimes objected that the Commission is less effective
than it might be, because it has not been clothed with police powers,
has no means of enforcing its oWn decisions. That is surely a
<".mistaken criticism. Oppenheim, speaking of international courts,
Ci/; says, "We have neither des1re nor need to equip these courts with
'~:,-executive power", and if that could be said of international courts
... in general, it is doubly true of this particular court, representing as
.i·"it does the interests of two neighbouring democracies, bound together
;t; "by so many ties of sympathy and understanding. The enforcing
';.;'.of the decisions of the Commission rests with the governments of
;f) these two countries, and they can hardly be conceived as refusing
,"to uphold the decisions of a tribunal they themselves have created.
But in the last analysis the success of this Commission, as a
means of settling disputes and also of preventing them-and perhaps the latter is the more important service-must depend to a
very large extent upon public understanding and support in the
two countries. The people of the United States and Canada cannot
be expected to give their whole-hearted support to such a radical
departure. unless they thoroughly understand why the Commission
was created and how it has carried on its very important work.
It is not, however, altogether easy to get widespread pUblicity
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for suc~ activities as those o~ the I~ternationa~ Joint Commission
unless It happens to be dealmg wIth a questlOn such as the St'
, , Lawrence Waterway project which has aroused intense interest Or
both sides of the boundary, and as to the merits of which there is.
sharp difference of opinion. Newspapers are interested only
items of information that contain what they consider news valu~
and while many of the reports and decisions of the Commissio~
vitally affect the interests of the people of the United States and
Canada, their news value is not always apparent on the surface.
After all, it is hardly reasonable to expect the average citizen
to appreciate the value of the Commission and the importance of
getting behind it, if he finds many of the leaders of public opinion
as indifferent and as ill-informed as himself. On more than ong;"
o~casion men high in p,!blic life have referred to this inte~nat~on .',. '"
tnbunal as an aggregatlOn of "lame ducks". The expreSSlOn IS ,'1'
say the least, unfortunate, not so much because it reflects on tll:'
personnel of the Commission, as because it reflects on the COill-"
mission itself. So far as the Commissioners are concerned, some
of them as a matter of fact are "lame ducks", if one correctly understands the term; that is, men who have been defeated in an election
for Congress or Parliament. That in itself is not necessarily dis~
creditable. A man might quite conceivably be rejected as a candl
date for political honours, and still make a very excellent inter7
national Commissioner. And, after all, if the personnel of the Comi
mission were not of the highest standard, the fault surely would Ii \
with those who m.ade the appointments, and who, knowing the
very exceptional character of the work entrusted to these six Commissioners, might very reasonably be expected to select the best
men available in either country. But all this is beside the point.
The serious thing in t,his form of disparagement is the fact that
it weakens the influence of the Commission as an international
tribunal.
One cannot conceive any responsible statesman referring to
the Supreme Court of the United States or the Supreme Court of
Canada in such contemptuous terms. He would not dare to do so,
because he knows that they have the respect and confidence of the
great mass of the people, and anything calculated to hold them
up to ridicule or weaken their authority would arouse a storm of
protest. These courts are vital national institutions, and to attack them is almost as unforgivable an offence as to attack one's
own country. If this Commission enjoyed the same respect and
confidence, no public man would dream of applying to it such a
contemptuous expression. Some day, it will, let us hope, be as
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bl to attack-.·not to criticize, for that is an entirely

. . . WJpardona t~er but to attack-the International Joint Commission,
i~diff.etf!Il.
· __~~da
be to-day to attempt to discredit the Supreme Court
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erbaps too much to hope that the growth of a wideIJ~i'unent of confidence in and respect for this international
SP,~al can be anyt?in~ m~re t~an a very gradual process. The
~b f such an instItutIOn IS stIll apparently a novel one to the
1 eal~ of both the United States and Canada. They had become
=stomed, if not quite rec~nciled, to the cumbersome and un°eldy methods of the old dIplomacy, and have not yet grasped
tl:e' fact that they now possess. a really effective means of settling
their differences, a means that IS as much ahead of the old methods
as the automobile is an improvement on the stage-coach.
When one comes to think of it, it is rather curious that the
people of these tw~ countries tolerated as long as t~ey did the ~ti
quated ways of dIplomacy, and have shown so lIttle enthusIasm
for a substitute that has all the advantages and none of the disadvantages of the old method; for of all nations of the world the
United States and Canada are least patient with unwieldy contriv[.ances and superfluous red tape. Quick to see and equally quick to
~ad(jpt any scheme that will increase their individual welfare or
that promises improved social or political conditions, OUr people
have been singularly slow to realize that this Commission is a
striking example, in international relations, of that same efficiency
and quick action which they demand in the field of business.
But, as a matter of fact, this tribunal means much more than
that. We all feel that the relations between Canada and the
United States are much closer, much more intimate, than between
any two countries in Europe. We have to a very large extent
the same political and social ideals, the same intellectual point
of view, the same manners and customs, even the same prej udices.
We have been good friends and neighbours for many generations,
and we hope to remain good friends and neighbours for ever ° But
even the best of friends and neighbours are liable to have their
moments of misunderstanding, and if these are not to develope
into something more serious, it is important that nothing should
stand in the way of their coming together and shaking hands across
the fence. If that is important in the case of individuals, it is
infinitely more important in the case of nations. If the individuals
were compelled to resort to some extremely roundabout means
of effecting a reconciliation, it is possible that the slight misunderstanding might grow into a formidable grievance before it could
o
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be 'adjusted. And yet this is exactly the strain that for
generations we permitted to be put upon our good nature, on
Bides of the boundary.
We have to thank the Treaty of 1909 for cutting the
of the old bondage, and offering us instead a means of getting
gether and adjusting our differences with the minimum of
and red tape. As the writer has ventured to sayan another
casion, it does seem that the true measure of the Commission's.
usefulness to the people of the United States and Canada lies
so much in its positive as in its negative qualities, not so
in the cases it has actually settled as in the much larger
of cases that never come before it for consideration, simply because
the Commission is there, as a sort of international safety-valve,?'
and therefore the sting is taken out of the situation.;,,:;'
Lord Curzon referred to the International Joint CommissioTl'~;
at Lausanne a few weeks ago as a significant illustration of what,J
might be accomplished in connection with the Dard,melles. One,~
is tempted to speculate what the effect might have been in Europl:,
if in 1914 Austria and Serbia had had a tribunal vested with such;
wide powers as those possessed by the Commission, with jurisdictioni :
centred in the Danube instead of the St. Lawrence. Austrian'~1
or Hungarian and Serb, instead of watching each other sus-t~l
piciously from frontier fortresses, and attempting or pretending"ij~
to compose their differences along the boundary by means of,:~
the cumberson1e and roundabout and dangerously slow methods :')
of diplomacy, might have met on common ground before a court'J
in which both countries were equally represented. Old grievances,)]
national sores, instead of being allowed to fester, could have been '.','
quickly and impartially examined, and a remedy perhaps found
for them. Questions bearing within them the seeds of war might>
have been left to the decision of a Commission pledged to find a~'l
peaceful remedy.
I ' :
Had Austria and Serbia possessed such a tribunal, we might!
have escaped the World vVar. But one must put a good deal of
emphasis on the might, because after all, while international Commissions endowed with wide powers are very effective weapons of
peace, they are only weapons. In peace as in war, it is not the gun,
but the man behind the gun, that counts. Well-considered treaties
are a tremendous asset to the nations concerned, if the people of
these nations are determined to back them up. Otherwise they
are "scraps of paper". Such a treaty and such a commission as
we have here, would have saved millions of lives and incalculable
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loss and· suffering, if the European nations had been prepared. to
stand resolutely behind them-but not otherwise.
We have in America, what no two nations have possessed
before, an entirely practicable and flexible means of solving our
differences that leaves, or should leave, no loophole for a resort
"' ;to the arbitrament of war. But it is as true here as it is in Europe
{that this or any other international agreement is comparatively
" alueless, if it remains merely a conventional arrangement agreed
l:upon by a small group of statesmen. Without suggesting for a
~;moment that there is the slightest likelihood of the United States
~2I1ld Canada ever again being brought into conflict, except as brothers
~j in arms, there is no getting away from the fact that the Treaty
~'of 1909 and the International Joint Commission will not and can
"not realize the tremendous possibilities of good that lie within
them, until the people of these two neighbouring democracies determine to give them their intelligent and wholehearted support.
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